Background: Tumour necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) is a member of the tumour necrosis factor cytokine family that induces apoptosis upon binding to its death domain containing receptors, TRAIL receptor 1 (DR4) and TRAIL receptor 2 (DR5). Expression of TRAIL receptors is higher in colorectal carcinoma (CRC) as compared to normal colorectal mucosa and targeted therapy with TRAIL leads to preferential killing of tumor cells sparing normal cells. Methods: We investigated the expression of TRAIL and its receptors in a tissue microarray cohort of 448 Middle Eastern CRC. We also studied the correlation between TRAIL receptors and various clinico-pathological features including key molecular alterations and overall survival.
Introduction
Colorectal Cancer (CRC) is a major cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide. In Saudi Arabia, the incidence of CRC is increasing. According to the latest statistics, CRC is the second most common cancer among Saudi males and the third most common among Saudi females [1] . Currently available therapeutic approaches for CRC are less effective, and thus the prognosis is poor. Despite a growing number of publications about biomarkers that give information on disease outcome, the best prognostic factors are still simple clinical parameters like number of lymph nodal metastasis, presence of distant metastasis, tumour grade and AJCC stage. Prognostic biomarkers might especially be useful for hypothesis testing for their relevance as predictive markers, as targets for therapy and for the selection of patients for adjuvant treatment [2] .
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is a major control mechanism by which cells die if DNA damage is not repaired [3] . Apoptosis is an essential biochemical pathway for normal tissue homeostasis, cellular differentiation, and development. Derangements of normal apoptotic mechanisms provide a growth advantage to cancer cells [4] . The understanding of apoptosis has provided the basis for novel targeted therapies that can induce death in cancer cells or sensitize them to established cytotoxic agents and radiation therapy [5] . In addition, as apoptosis usually does not elicit host inflammatory or immune response, this type of cell death is the preferred way of cancer cell killing by various treatments. Accordingly, selectively inducing apoptosis in tumour cells is gaining recognition as a promising therapeutic approach for many cancers [6] . Tumour necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL or Apo2 ligand) is a member of the tumour necrosis factor (TNF) cytokine family that induces apoptosis upon binding to its death domain containing receptors, TRAIL receptor 1 (death receptor 4, DR4) and TRAIL receptor 2 (death receptor 5, DR5) [7] . The TRAIL receptors, TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2, are highly expressed in many cancer cells including CRC [8] [9] [10] . A further three TRAIL receptors exist, which are unable to induce apoptosis and act as decoys. Decoy receptors 1 (DcR1) and 2 (DcR2), similar to TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2, are expressed on the cell surface. Thus, overexpression of either DcR1 or DcR2 confers protection against TRAIL-induced apoptosis [11, 12] . The fifth TRAIL receptor is osteoprotegerin (OPG), a secreted, low affinity receptor for TRAIL [11, 12] . Binding of TRAIL to TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 induces trimerization of TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 [13] . The trimerized TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 bind to FADD, which recruits caspase 8 and initiates a proteolysis cascade that eventually leads to cell death by apoptosis. Many cancer cells are resistant to death receptor induced apoptosis [4] . The mechanisms of resistance include the presence of decoy receptors for TRAIL [12] , the loss of TRAIL receptor expression [14] , the overexpression of inhibitory proteins in signal transduction pathways such as FLICE-inhibitory protein [14] , and the mutation of TRAIL-R2 gene [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Oncogenic mutations such as ras may enhance expression of TRAIL receptors; potentially sensitizing these tumors to TRAIL based therapies [19] [20] [21] . Constitutively activated Ras increases the tumorigenic potential of cells because it causes deregulation of important intracellular signaling pathways [22] . Activated RAS mediates its biological activity through interaction with various downstream effector targets, thus activating pathways like MEK, PI3K, and Rho GTPases [22, 23] . RAS regulates a RAF-MEK-ERK1/2 kinase cascade and this pathway is found to be active in human colon adenocarcinomas cells [24] as well as in human colorectal tumors [25] . Drosopoulos et al. [21] have shown transformation of the colon cell line Caco-2 by ras oncogenes sensitizes these cells to TRAIL induced apoptosis by causing specific MEK-dependent up-regulation of TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2. Nesterov A et al. [20] have demonstrated that normal cells are sensitized to TRAIL when TRAIL-R2 is up regulated by overexpression of c-myc or oncogenic ras mutants. Thus, RAS-MEK-ERK1/2 signaling pathway can sensitize cells to TRAIL-induced apoptosis by up-regulating TRAIL-R1, TRAIL-R2 and TRAILbased therapeutic strategies using TRAIL agonists could be used in cases of human colon cancers bearing RAS mutations. Therefore, we also sought to explore the potential link between expression of TRAIL and its receptors with KRAS alterations in CRC.
The aims of the present study were: (a) to determine the TRAIL/TRAIL receptor expression pattern in normal and neoplastic colon epithelium; (b) to correlate immunohistochemical expression patterns with KRAS alterations, microsatellite instability and pro apoptotic markers; (c) to correlate immunohistochemical expression patterns with overall survival.
Results

Expression of TRAIL and its receptors TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2
Incidence of TRAIL-R1, TRAIL-R2 and TRAIL ligand expression in CRC was 85.5% (331/387), 59.4(217/365) and 31.5% (127/403) respectively [ Figure 1 ]. These incidences are within the wide ranges reported earlier -TRAIL: 37.5% to 83%, TRAIL-R1:58.1% to 100.0% and TRAIL-R2: 40.3% to 100% [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Incidence of noninterpretable tumor spots for TRAIL, TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL R2 ranged from 10 to 18%. Tumor spots were deemed not interpretable if they had insufficient tumor cells, loss of tissue in the spot, or an abundance of necrotic tissue. Expression of TRAIL and its receptors was also evaluated in colorectal adenomas and adjacent colorectal mucosa [ Figure 2 ]. Both TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 expression was significantly higher in both colorectal adenomas [TRAIL-R1 96.11 ± 78.82 (p = 0.0312); TRAIL-R2 59.17 ± 49.69(p = 0.0027)] and carcinoma [TRAIL-R1 173.91 ± 61.20(P < 0.00001); TRAIL-R2 115.63 ± 95.76(p = < 0.0001)] as compared to normal colorectal mucosa (TRAIL-R1 52.13 ± 42.48; TRAIL-R2 24.57 ± 38.77). In addition, there was a significant difference in expression of both TRAIL-R1 (p = 0.0006) and TRAIL-R2 (p = < 0.0001) between colorectal adenomas and carcinoma [ Figure 3B and 3C]. Similarly, TRAIL expression was significantly higher in carcinoma (132.87 ± 64.23; p < 0.0001) and adenomas (129.01 ± 38.59; p < 0.0001) as compared to normal colorectal mucosa (48.59 ± 66.07). However, there was no difference in TRAIL expression between adenomas and carcinomas (p = 0.6822; Figure 3A) . Thus the TRAIL system may play a key role in colorectal carcinogenesis.
Association of TRAIL, TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 with clinico-pathological parameters TRAIL-R1 was associated with histology subtype of adenocarcinomas (p = 0.0355), early AJCC stage (p = 0.0251) and a trend of higher expression was noted with well-differentiated tumors (p = 0.0887). No association was seen with age, gender and tumor site (Table 1) . Similarly, TRAIL-R2 was associated with histology subtype of adenocarcinomas (p = 0.0010, tumors in the left colon (p = 0.0009) and a significantly higher expression was noted with well-differentiated tumors (p < 0.0001). No associations were seen with age, gender and tumor stage ( Table 2 ). TRAIL ligand expression was not associated with any of the clinico-pathological parameters (see Additional File 1 Table S1 ).
Association of TRAIL, TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 with KRAS mutations and KRAS splice variants KRAS4A and KRAS4B TRAIL-R2 expression was significantly higher in the CRC subset lacking KRAS mutations as compared to CRC with KRAS mutations (p = 0.0481; Figure 4 ). Interestingly, both TRAIL-R1(p < 0.0001) and TRAIL-R2(p < 0.0001) showed a highly significant association with the pro-apoptotic KRAS4A isoform. However, TRAIL-R1 expression did not show any correlations with KRAS mutations and KRAS4B isoform ( Table S1 ).
Associations of TRAIL, TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 with microsatellite instability, cleaved caspase 3 and p27 kip1 p27 kip1 expression was significantly associated with both TRAIL-R1 (p = 0.0024) and TRAIL-R2 (p < 0.0001; Table 1 &2) . CRC with expression of TRAIL-R1 but not TRAIL-R2 or TRAIL also showed expression of cleaved caspase3 (p = 0.0011). Although TRAIL-R2 was associated with a phenotype of microsatellite stable (MSI-S/L) tumors (p = 0.0003), no associations were seen between TRAIL-R1 or TRAIL and microsatellite instability status.
Overall survival in all patients, selected stage subgroups and combination groups of TRAIL receptors CRC with low TRAIL-R1 expression also showed a poor 5 year overall survival of 53.9% as compared to 68.1% with high TRAIL-R1 expression (p = 0.0124; Figure 5A ). Similarly, CRC with low TRAIL-R2 expression also showed a poor 5 year overall survival of 57.6% as compared to 67.3% with high TRAIL-R2 expression (p = 0.0211; Figure 5B ). TRAIL expression did not show any prognostic significance (p = 0.2901). To exclude that the observed prognostic difference were caused by classical prognostic factors of CRC, we performed a multivariate analysis (Cox proportional hazards) with histological subtype, tumor grade, tumor stage, age, gender and microsatellite instability status as variables (Table 3 ). In the multivariate analysis, only TRAIL-R1 expression retained its significance. The relative risk was 1.84 (for low TRAIL-R1 expression (95% CI 1.10 -3.02; p = 0.0273) and 6.56 for high stage group III-IV (95% CI 3.67-12.78; p = < 0.0001). Thus, TRAIL-R1 was an independent prognostic marker in Middle Eastern Colorectal Carcinoma. To exclude that TRAIL-R1 is not a readout of KRAS-4A or p27 we reanalyzed our data and did a Cox proportional hazards model where we included age, gender, Stage, Grade, KRAS-4A, p27 and TRAIL-R1 expression (see Additional File 1 Table S2 ). In a Cox proportional Hazards model, the independent prognostic significance of TRAIL-R1 was weakened (p = 0.0883). However, AJCC stage, p27 and KRAS4A still remained independent prognostic markers.
Although TRAIL-R1 expression was significantly more in early stage tumors, a vast majority of Stage III & IV tumors (82%) also showed TRAIL-R1 expression. Both TRAIL-R1 (p = 0.0060) and TRAIL-R2 (p = 0.0263) were associated with better outcome only in the advanced Stage group (III and IV; see Additional File 2). When stage II and III were taken together only TRAIL-R2 expression was associated with better overall survival (p = 0.0088); TRAIL-R1 expression was not significant (p = 0.2508; see Additional File 3). Co-expression of TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 was seen in 56.85% of the CRC( 191/336) and was associated with a good survival (p = 0.0107; see Additional File 4) which remained significant in multivariate analysis (Cox proportional hazards) with TRAIL-R1/R2 co-expression, tumor grade, tumor stage, age and gender as variables (see Additional File 1 Table S3 ).
TRAIL death receptors and response to adjuvant therapy
The availability of 220 CRC from affected individuals who had undergone adjuvant therapy: chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, allowed us to investigate the possible impact of TRAIL-R1 on response to adjuvant therapy. For this analysis, we first stratified the individuals into two groups: (i) CRC patient who have received adjuvant therapy (n = 220), and (ii) CRC patient who have been treated by surgical resection only and have not received adjuvant therapy (n = 90). There was a File 1 Table S4 ). We found that the prognostic value of TRAIL-R1 expression in adjuvant treated individuals was independent of these factors. Similarly, TRAIL-R2 expression was also associated with trend towards better outcome in the adjuvant treated CRC subgroup (p = 0.0998) but no association with outcome was seen in the group which did not receive adjuvant therapy.
Discussion
We conducted this study to examine the relations of TRAIL and it receptors: TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 with clinical, pathologic, molecular characteristics and patient survival in Saudi colorectal cancers. Expression of TRAIL-R1 or TRAIL-R2 was associated with a less aggressive phenotype characterized by an early AJCC stage and well-differentiated tumors. TRAIL-R2 expression was associated with microsatellite stable phenotype and with absence of KRAS mutations. TRAIL-R1 but not TRAIL-R2 was an independent prognostic marker for better survival. Using immunohistochemistry, we have studied the expression of TRAIL and its receptors in Saudi CRC; incidence of TRAIL R1, TRAIL-R2 and TRAIL expression was 85.5%, 59.4% and 31.5% respectively. In agreement with earlier studies, we have also observed a progressive increase in expression of TRAIL and its receptors: TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2 in colorectal carcinoma and noted a strong association of TRAIL -R1 or TRAIL-R2 expression with differentiation and an early stage. The prognostic implication of TRAIL receptor expression is the subject of intensive investigation as malignant cells are more sensitive to TRAIL-induced apoptosis than their benign counterparts are and this potentially affects the future management of patients [32] [33] [34] . Furthermore, our data indicates that high TRAIL-R1 expression was an independent prognostic marker for better survival in Saudi CRC patients. TRAIL-R2 was also associated significantly with better outcome but failed to remain significant in multivariate analysis. TRAIL-R1 expression was also associated with better outcome in the following subgroups: Stage III and IV (p = 0.0060) and CRC subgroup who received adjuvant therapy(p = 0.0033). To elucidate the role of TRAIL expression further analysis was done in the following subgroup: CRC subgroup with high co-expression of TRAIL and TRAIL-R1 and CRC subgroup with high coexpression of TRAIL and TRAIL-R2. Both these combination groups were not associated with outcome (data not shown). Thus, TRAIL ligand co-expression with TRAIL receptors does not influence the outcome.
These findings are in agreement with earlier studies by Starter et al [26] where TRAIL-R1 expression was FLIP L , (the long form of FLICE inhibitory protein) but not TRAIL-R1 or TRAIL-R2, was an independent prognostic factor for shorter disease free survival. In an attempt to explain these conflicting results of TRAIL and its pro-apoptotic receptors in CRC, we offer the following explanations: a) differences and heterogeneity in samples studied: sample size, ethnic differences, different
Stage groups, tumor site-colon or rectal tumors, type of treatment-surgery and/or chemo/radiotherapy; b) differences in scoring system could be another important reason for this difference. The varied effects of TRAIL signaling could be also attributed to the following factors: TRAIL resistance due to presence of decoy receptors [11] , number, type and functionality of TRAIL receptors [7, 12] and intracellular anti apoptotic molecules like c-FLIP [35] , IAP [36] , Mcl-1 [37] and bcl2 [38] . Although TRAIL-R1 lost its statistical significance when included as a prognostic marker in multivariate analysis with p27 and KRAS4A (see Additional File 1  Table S2 ), this does not argue against the biological role of TRAIL-R1 in CRC as much as it reflects that p27 and KRAS4A are a more powerful predictor of clinical outcome of CRC than TRAIL-R1 expression. We can hypothesize that the TRAIL-R1 functions most effectively in the cells which show co-expression of p27 kip1 in concordance with an earlier study [39] . Despite some studies that show a role of Ras signaling pathway in modulating the TRAIL system, studies on the KRAS isoforms -KRAS4A and KRAS 4B are lacking. Alternate approaches to modulate the expression of KRAS isoforms, a greater understanding of the role(s) that each oncoprotein plays in malignant transformation, including the signal transduction pathways affected, is crucial in the development of therapeutic approaches in cancer treatment, which include the use of drugs that target isoform-specific post-translational modifications [40] and of antisense oligonucleotides to modulate alternative splicing [41] .
Oncogenic mutations such as ras may enhance expression of TRAIL receptors; potentially sensitizing these tumors to TRAIL based therapies [19] [20] [21] . TRAIL-based therapeutic strategies using TRAIL agonists could be used in cases of human colon cancers bearing RAS mutations. In a small cohort of 51 CRC, Oikonomou E et al. [42] have reported a much lower incidence of KRASG12/13 mutations(10%) and have concluded that there is clear correlation between these mutations(KRAS and BRAF) and upregulation of TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2. Despite lack of statistical significance they have concluded that CRC with mutations in KRAS or BRAF gene had significantly upregulated both TRAIL death receptors. In our earlier study [43] KRAS gene mutations were seen in 80/285 CRC (28.1%) and were an independent prognostic marker for poor survival. Interestingly we have observed a significantly higher expression of TRAIL-R2 (p = 0.0481) in CRC subgroup lacking KRAS mutations(75.5%) as compared to the CRC subgroup with KRAS mutations(61.1%). In view of the recent findings of KRAS mutations and PIK3CA mutations contributing to resistance to EGFR inhibitors like Cetuximab, [44, 45] a better understanding of the TRAIL system with context to KRAS mutations might be useful. The KRAS gene has two alternative fourth exon variants that result from differential splicing and activating mutations affect both isoforms [46] [47] [48] . Studies in animals indicate that KRAS4A promotes apoptosis while KRAS4B inhibits it, and KRAS4B promotes differentiation [49, 50] . In our study [43] , KRAS 4A a pro apoptotic isoform, in particular was found to be an independent prognostic marker for better survival in all CRC patients. Even in the CRC subgroup lacking KRAS mutations KRAS4A was associated with better survival. Furthermore, we have observed a highly significant association of KRAS4A and both the TRAIL receptors: TRAIL-R1(p < 0.0001) and TRAIL-R2(p < 0.0001). Considering the tight linkage between TRAIL-R1 and KRAS4A future studies should be conducted to understand the association between these markers.
In summary, our study shows high TRAIL-R1 expression to be an independent prognostic marker for better survival in colorectal cancer. High TRAIL-R1 or TRAIL-R2 expression was associated with a less aggressive phenotype characterized by early AJCC stage, welldifferentiated tumors, microsatellite stable cancers, absence of KRAS mutations and expression of pro apoptotic molecules: KRAS4A, p27 kip1 and cleaved caspase 3. Further work is needed to elucidate the biological significance of high TRAIL-R1 expression and better outcome, and to establish the association between TRAIL-R1 expression and response to therapy that targets this receptor. The biological effects of TRAIL in CRC models, its enhancement of chemosensitivity with standard chemotherapeutic agents and the effect of endogenous TRAIL receptor levels on survival make TRAIL an extremely attractive therapeutic target. 
Materials and methods
Patient selection and tissue microarray construction
Four hundred forty eight patients with CRC diagnosed between 1990 and 2006 were selected from King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre. All CRC, 24 adenomas and 229 adjacent normal colorectal mucosa were analyzed in a tissue microarray format. Clinical and histopathological data were available for all these patients. Colorectal Unit, Department of Surgery, provided long-term follow-up data. From our cohort of 448 patients treatment details were available for 310 patients:220 patients received adjuvant therapy; 90 were treated by surgery alone and 138 patients were excluded as we could not retrieve treatment details. Patients with colon cancer underwent surgical colonic resection and those with rectal cancer underwent anterior resection or abdominoperineal resection. All node-positive colon cancers received 5-fluorouracil-based adjuvant chemotherapy. A vast majority of the rectal cancers received radiotherapy alone or chemoradiotherapy prior to surgery, followed by adjuvant chemotherapy after surgery. Fixation of tissues was done overnight with 10% neutral buffered formalin at the Pathology Laboratory of King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre, Riyadh. Tissue microarrays were constructed from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded colorectal carcinoma specimens as described previously [51] . One pathologist (PB) reviewed all tumors for grade and histological subtype. Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the King Faisal Specialist Hospital & Research Centre approved the study.
Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Tissue microarray slides were processed and stained manually. The streptavidin-biotin peroxidase technique with diaminobenzidine as chromogen was applied. For antigen retrieval, Dako Target Retrieval Solution was used at a pH of 6 for TRAIL-R1 and pH of 9 for TRAIL-R2 was used, and the slides were microwaved at 750W for 5 minutes and then at 250W for 30 minutes. Primary antibodies used, their dilutions, and incidences are listed in Additional File 1 Table S5 . The specificity of these antibodies for TRAIL and its receptors has been previously assessed by immunohistochemistry [28, 52] , or by Western blot [53] . Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched using 3% hydrogen peroxidase. Endogenous biotin was blocked and all slides were counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, cleared, and cover slipped with premount. Only fresh cut slides were stained simultaneously to minimize the influence of slide ageing and maximize repeatability and reproducibility of the experiment. As controls, we used a tissue microarray control block comprising multiple cores from normal tissue from various sites, common epithelial cancers and colon cancer cell lines. Omission of the primary antibody also served as a negative control for TRAIL, TRAIL-R1 and -R2 staining.
Immunohistochemistry Assessment
TRAIL-R1, TRAIL-R2 and TRAIL expression was categorized by doing an H score [54, 55] . Each tissue microarray spot was assigned an intensity score from 0-3(I 0 , I 1-3 ) and proportion of the tumor staining for that intensity was recorded as 5% increments from a range of 0-100(P 0 , P 1-3 ). A final H score (range 0-300) was obtained by adding the sum of scores obtained for each intensity and proportion of area stained (H score = I 1X P 1 +I 2 XP 2 +I 3 XP 3 ). CRCs were grouped into two groups based on X-tile plots for TRAIL-R1: one with complete absence or reduced staining (H score = 0-110) and the other group showed over expression (H score > 110) depending on the H score. Similarly, X-tile plots were used to stratify the CRC cases into two groups for TRAIL-R2 and TRAIL. X-tile plots were constructed for assessment of biomarker and optimization of cut off points based on outcome as has been described earlier [56, 57] . For cleaved caspase-3 expression, we used the antibody clone C5A-1 from Cell signalling technologies as described previously [43] . CRCs were grouped into two groups based on X-tile plots: one with complete absence or reduced staining (H score = 0-9 for low cleaved caspase3); and the other group showed over expression (H score >9 for high cleaved caspase 3). Grading of p27 nuclear protein staining was based on proportion or percentage of cell nuclei staining and was semi quantified as high or low. Nuclear protein expression of epithelial cells only was scored as high if 50% or more of the nuclei were stained or low if < 50% were stained as described previously [58] . This scoring criteria has been used earlier [59] .
Mutational analysis of the KRAS gene
KRAS mutations were done as described earlier [43] . Briefly the step-down cycling condition was used for the detection of exon 1 mutation of the KRAS gene. After 10 minutes denaturing at 95°C, the PCR was run with each temperature for 1 min at five step-down steps, for two cycles each. The denaturing temperature was 95°C and the extension temperature was 72°C for each step, with an annealing temperature of 66°C, 64°C , 62°C, 60°C, and 58°C from the first to the last step. The PCR was finally run at 95°C, 58°C, and 72°C, each for 1 min for 35 cycles, followed by an elongation at 72°C for 5 min. The PCR products were subsequently subjected to direct sequencing PCR with BigDye terminator V 3.0 cycle sequencing reagents (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The samples were finally analysed on an ABI PRISM 3100xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems).
Microsatellite instability
Allelic imbalances were measured by performing microsatellite analysis on all matched normal and tumor tissue by PCR amplification as described previously [60] . A reference panel of five pairs of microsatellite primers, comprising two mononucleotide microsatellites (BAT25, BAT26) and three dinucleotide microsatellites (DS123, D5S346 and D17S250) were used to determine tumor MSI status. Multiplex PCR was performed in a total volume of 25 ml using 50 ng of genomic DNA, 2.5 ml 10 Taq buffer, 1.5 ml MgCl2 (25 mM), 10 pmol of fluorescent-labeled primers, 0.05 ml dNTP (10 mM) and 0.2 ml Taq polymerase (1 U ml 1 ) (all reagents were from Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). PCR was performed using an MJ Research PTC-200 thermocycler. The PCR conditions were as follows: after an initial 10 min denaturation step at 95 1C, 40 amplification cycles were performed consisting of 40 s at 95 1C, 40 s at 54 1C and a 1 min elongation step at 72 1C. Amplification was completed with a final extension step at 72 1C for 7 min. The fluorescent-labeled products were finally analysed on an ABI PRISM 3100 l Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Tumors were classified as MSI if at least two or more markers out of the five were unstable and as MSS if only one or none of the markers was unstable.
Statistical Analysis
The JMP8 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) software package was used for data analyses. Survival curves were generated using the Kaplan-Meier method, with significance evaluated using the Mantel-Cox log-rank test. Risk ratio (relative risk for death) was calculated using the Cox Proportional Hazard model in both univariate and multivariate analyses. Comparisons between groups were made with the paired Student's t-test. Chi-square tests were used to examine relationship between nominal variables. The limit of significance for all analyses was defined as a p-value of 0.05.
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